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The investigation of relationships between material’s structure, 
crystallography and mechanical properties for some construction 

materials on the base of samples with circular stress point 

Regina V. Rodyakina 

 
The results of analytical study of relationship between strength and plastic properties of a series of 

structural materials are presented. For this purpose the behavior of different materials during the 
stretching process of flat tensile samples with a circular stress point was studied. It was found that the 
criterion of relative tensile strength A depends on the structure and type of material’s crystal lattice: 
materials, having a bulk-centered crystal lattice A < 1, and materials, having face-centered crystal 
lattice, A > 1. There was found the existence of a linear relationship (which depends on the structure and 
the type of material’s crystal lattice), between the criterion of relative tensile strength A, geometric 
parameters of the sample (R and b) with stress point, length of the zone of material’s plastic flow lp and 
extension strain δ. 
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Introduction 

Static tensile tests are widely used to determine the 
mechanical properties of constructional materials. 
Such tests allow to obtain the important information 
about the elastic properties of materials, the nature and 
extent of plastic deformation, yield stress and ultimate 
tensile stress of material, being tested. Standard tensile 
tests are carried out on samples of round or flat cross-
sectional, dimensions of which are strictly regulated. 
Speed of application of the tensile load, technics and 
technology of testing and processing of the results are 
also regulated. Under tension diagram in the 
coordinates stretch strain (σ) – deformation (ε) 
determine characteristics of mechanical properties, 
main of which are: yield stress (σт or σ0.2), ultimate 
tensile stress (σв) and relative lengthening (δ). The 
received results are used in making calculations of 
strength of machine parts. Tensile strength and 
plasticity are interrelated characteristics that determine 
the ability of a material to resist irreversible change of 
its form and its subsequent destruction. Material’s 
plasticity is essential characteristic for engineers and 
designers, because this characteristic makes it possible 
to manufacture products by various processing 
methods, in which plastic deformation of material 
occurs. 

At the same time in modern machine-building 
production we often use materials, which shape, 

assortment and cost do not allow to conduct their 
tests, using standard samples. In this case samples of 
non-standard shape and size, including flat samples 
with a round side concentrator, are used. Using these 
samples, we can determine the mechanical properties 
of the materials in some micro-sections and micro-
volumes, for example, in different pieces of metal of 
the weld, some phases or layers of the material. The 
most important thing is that we can fix an empirical or 
analytical relation of the results being received with 
the data of other tests, including standard. Evaluation 
of relation between the mechanical properties of 
materials, processes of their plastic deformation and 
destruction and their structural and crystal 
composition can be done on the basis of the laws of 
fracture mechanics of continuous medium and theory 
of dislocations. 

The results of an analytical study of the process of 
plastic deformation during tension of a flat sample 
with a round concentrator on the example of a wide 
range of constructional materials are presented in this 
work. The availability of concentrator actually 
simulates the process of a neck forming at the stage of 
a generation of a pointed component of deformation 
during tensile test of standard cylindrical sample. 
Coincidence of metal and physical processes 
occurring in the neck area during testing of standard 
samples and flat samples with concentrator can be 
compared with some degree of approximation, 
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however, no doubt that the mechanical properties of 
the material being tested, its structural condition and 
crystallography of matrix structure are responsible for 
this process.  

Derivation of equation for calculating 
dependence of plastic deformation zone length of 
the material from sample geometry and relative 
strength criterion 

When we stretch such a sample, the process of 
plastic deformation begins in the area of its minimum 
section, when the strain being applied becomes equal 
to yield stress, and ends when the strain being applied 
reaches the value of ultimate tensile stress. In this case 
the state of stress appears in the material of the 
sample. This state of stress is considered in the works 
[1 – 3] on the basis of the laws of destruction 
mechanics. The mechanism of the process of plastic 
deformation of the material when the sample is 
stretched (its width b in the area of the concentrator is 
about an order bigger than its thickness S) is 
schematically shown in Fig. 1. In work [2] it was 
shown that this process can be tentatively divided into 
four stages. At stage I (Fig. 1A) in concentrator area 
zone plastic deformation appears.  At stage II the size 
of this zone increases and it extends under the width 
of the sample till they fully close in the part of the 
sample, where its minimal width in the concentrator 
zone is located. At next stage III this zone spreads in 
the direction of the active tensile force, with the 
inclusion of new sample parts in this process. At this 
stage metal hardening occurs and metal strain reaches 
the value of ultimate tensile stress. At stage IV the 
process finalizes with plastic deformation of the 
material over the entire area, which length is lp, and 
the subsequent destruction of the material. 

In works [2, 3] it was assumed, that plastic 
deformation area length lp is determined by ultimate 
tensile stress σв and yield stress σт (σ0.2) in accordance 
with the state of stress scheme, shown in Fig. 1B, and 
C. From the equilibrium conditions of the sample 
area, which is lp in length, on which a concentrated 
plastic deformation is generated, the magnitude of 
tensile force P at which its generation completes, can 
be determined as follows [2]: 
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��

�
) ln(1 +
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��
)  , 

where P is tensile force; σт (σ0.2) is physical or offset 
yield stress of material; b is minimal sample’s width 
in concentrator zone; R – concentrator radius; S – 
sample’s thickness (S < b). 

Based on this assumption, to compare the 
peculiarities the behavior of materials under 

conditions of generation of plastic deformation when 
flat samples with round concentrator are stretched the 
concept of relative strength criterion A was 
introduced, which is determined as follows: 

(2)     � =
�����(�.�)
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The length of the plastic deformation zone lp of the 
material will be determined by the ratio of the strength 
characteristics of the material, i.e. A criterion value, 
and concentrator radius R. Fig. 1B shows an area in 
concentrator zone, where there is equilibrium of abcd 
element at the moment when fracture of flat sample 
takes place. This stress state of the material can be 
described as follows: 
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Fig. 1. Flat type sample view and stages of material’s 

plastic deformation in concentrator zone (A). Here we also 
show the area of plastic deformation of metal in 

concentrator zone (B) and the rated element to estimate lp 
(С) value. 

Derivation of the equation (3) was based on the 
assumptions that in the zone of plastic flow of the 
material cross-sectional area of the sample and 
concentrator radius remain unchanged. From this 
equation we fix the Δ value, which defines the 
geometry of the sample depending on concentrator 
radius R and on the ratio of strength characteristics of 
the material, which are taken into account by A value: 
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From ode triangle (Fig. 1B) we determine the 
extent of the zone of plastic deformation lp according 
to the following formula: 

(5)  �� = 2√2�∆ − ∆
� . 

After substitution in equation (5) of Δ value 
according to equation (4) and the subsequent 
transformation, we receive an equation for calculation 
of dependence of lp zone length on sample geometry 
(R, b) and relative strength criterion A: 
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where: 
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Fig. 2. Changing the optimum radius of R concentrator 

depending on relative strength criterion A. 

The results of calculation under equation (6) for 
the materials, which were considered in the work, are 
presented in Table 1. Materials, for which the analysis 
was conducted, and the values of their mechanical 
properties were taken under data, presented in works 
[4 – 6] and experimentally verified by tensile tests of 
standard cylindrical samples. They can be divided into 
two groups: first group on the basis of ferrite materials 
with a body centered crystal lattice, second – on 
austenitic basis with a face centered crystal lattice. 
The analysis, that was done during the work, has 
shown that during tensile tests of flat samples with 
round concentrator strength and plastic properties of 

the investigated materials depend on their structural 
and crystallographic condition. 

Analysis of received data showed, that for each 
material its own concentrator radius R value exists, 
under which lp length remains practically unchanged 
when you change value of b in the range of 6 – 10 
mm. On the basis of this, assumption was made that 
there is connection between geometry of sample and 
its structural and mechanical properties, which 
determine process of plastic deformation of material. 
In accordance with model, adopted in this work, 
plastic deformation area length lp, defined by the 
equation (6) under optimal R value for all investigated 
materials occurs when width of sample in concentrator 
zone is equal to 8 mm. 

Fig. 2 gives the diagram, which shows change in 
dependence of optimal value of concentrator radius R 
for each of investigated materials, depending on 
criterion of their relative strength A. Received data are 
arranged with a clearly traceable pattern: in the left 
side of diagram there are materials with a body 
centered crystal lattice and in the right side of diagram 
– the materials with a face centered crystal lattice. 
Point of divergence between these groups of materials 
is relative strength A criterion value, which is equal to 
one. This indicates that for all investigated materials 
with a body centered crystal lattice σт (σ0.2) value is 
more or at least equal to σв/2, while the materials with 
a face centered crystal lattice this value is less than 
σв/2. For the first group of materials the optimum value 
of R decreases nonlinearly with the increase of 
criterion A, and the second group of materials 
generates the segment with practically linear 
increasing dependence of R on criterion A value. 

Of interest are data, which show diagrams of lp 
zone length depending on criterion value A and 
standard value of relative elongation δ (Fig. 3 and Fig. 
4). In both cases analyzed characteristics for materials 
being tested are distributed equally: in the left part of 
the diagrams there are materials with body centered 
crystal lattice, for which there is an inverse 
relationship of analyzed parameters, and in the right 
part there are materials with face centered crystal 
lattice, in which these relationships are of linearly 
increasing character. 

On the presented diagrams there is a quite clear 
division in distribution of materials, depending on the 
type of crystal lattice. The main factors, determining 
the received results, most likely are: the structural 
condition of the materials, that were tested, the 
quantitative and qualitative ratio of the structural 
components (for the materials with a body centered 
crystal lattice, ferrite and cementite), crystallography 
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and the number of preferential sliding systems, 
responsible for the process of plastic deformation of 
the material. The process of deformation and 
destruction of metallic materials occurs by the gradual 
accumulation of lattice defects (spot, linear, volume, 
etc.) and the subsequent development of defects in the 
form of micro- and macro cracks. Depending on the 
structural conditions and test conditions if plastic 
deformation is available, a great variety of mainly 
dislocation structures appear. Their influence on the 
specific features of plastic deformation at all stages of 
stretching the sample is determinant. Plastic 
deformation in polycrystalline materials is usually 
connected with the processes of displacement and 
interaction of dislocations, which are developed when 
some micro volumes of metal slip relatively to each 
other. Crystallography of preferential slip systems and 
their number depends on the structure of the material. 
In the materials, whose structure is based on a body 
centered crystal lattice, there are three systems 
preferential slip under which macroplastic 
deformation can occur: 12 systems with orientation 
{110} <111>, 12 – with orientation {211} <111> and 
24 – with orientation {321} <111>. So, in materials 
with a body centered crystal lattice there are 48 
priority slip systems in which plastic deformation may 
take place. In metals with a more close-packed a face 
centered crystal lattice preferential slip plane is an 
octahedron plane {111}, sliding on which goes in 
<110> direction. There are 12 systems like that in 
metals with a face centered crystal lattice. 

For a more detailed and accurate assessment of the 
impact of these factors on the results of the work 
requires further specific investigations. 

 
Fig. 3. Diagram of lp value distribution depending on A criterion. 

 
Fig. 4. Diagram of lp value distribution depending on 

relative elongation value δ. 

 
Fig. 5. Dependence of relative elongation δ on relative 

strength criterion A. 

However, analysis of the dependence of the 
standard value of relative elongation δ on the relative 
strength criterion A shows (Fig. 5), that all the 
investigated materials are based on the same type of 
symmetry of the crystal lattice – cubic. In this case, 
for all the investigated materials there is a general 
linear relationship. However, the materials with a 
body centered crystal lattice are located in the lower 
part of this dependence, and materials with a face 
centered crystal lattice – at the top, i.e. the more is the 
value of A criterion, the better is the plasticity of the 
material. 
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Table 1 
Main experimental and calculated characteristics for viewed materials 

№ Material 
σв, 

[MPa] 
σ0.2, 

[MPa] 
δ, 
% 

А 
R, 
[mm] 

lp, 
[mm] 

∆, 
[mm] 

         Materials with a body centered crystal lattice 

1 
40HN2MD (С  0.4%; Cr < 1.5%;            Ni 

 2%; Mo < 1.5%; Cu < 1.5%) 
1080 930 12 0.16 25 8.0 0.3 

2 
20H1M1F1BR (С  0.2%; Cr  1%;        Mo 

 1%; V  1%; Nb < 1.5%; B < 1.5%) 
780 665 15 0.17 22 7.6 0.3 

3 
25H1MF (С  0.25%; Cr  1%;               Mo 

< 1.5%; V < 1.5%) 
880 735 14 0.20 19 7.7 0.35 

4 
30HGSNM (С  0.3%; Cr < 1.5%;          Mn 

< 1.5%; Si < 1.5%; Ni < 1.5%;         Mo < 
1.5%) 

1750 1400 13 0.25 15 7.5 0.35 

5 40H (С  0.4%; Cr < 1.5%) 980 780 12 0.26 12 7.0 0.4 

6 
10HSND (С  0.1%; Cr < 1.5%;                Si 

< 1.5%; Ni < 1.5%; Cu < 1.5%) 
540 400 19 0.35 10 7.0 0.5 

7 
10H13SYu (С  0.1%; Cr < 13%;              Si 

< 1.5%; Al < 1.5%) 
500 350 15 0.43 7.5 6.5 0.65 

8 W 1400 1000 15 0.40 8.0 7.0 0.6 
9 09G2S (С  0.09%; Mn  2%; Si < 1.5%) 440 300 21 0.47 7.5 6.5 1.22 

10 
18H3MV (С  0.18%; Cr  3%;              Mo 

< 1.5%; W < 1.5%) 
640 440 12 0.45 7.5 7.0 0.8 

11 15HM (С  0.15%; Cr < 1.5%; Mo < 1.5%) 440 275 21 0.60 5.5 6.0 0.9 

12 Steel 10 (C  0.1%) 320 200 23 0.63 5.5 6.0 0.9 

13 
12H1MFA (С  0.12%; Cr  1%;            Mo 

< 1.5%; V < 1.5%; high quality steel) 
515 300 21 0.72 4.2 5.8 1.7 

14 Steel St.3 435 245 26 0.78 4.0 5.6 1.12 
15 40H13 (С  0.4%; Cr  13%) 780 400 26 0.95 3.2 5.0 1.35 

16 Steel 20 (C  0.2%) 350 175 28 1.0 3.0 5.0 2.25 

17 U12 (C  1.2%) 650 325 28 1.0 2.8 4.6 1.3 
         Materials with face centered crystal lattice 

18 
12H18N9Т (С  0.12%; Cr  18%;           Ni 

 9%; Ti < 1.5%) 
520 215 38 1.45 2.0 4.0 2.0 

19 
08H17N13М2 (С  0.08%; Cr  17%;     Ni 

 13%; Mo  2%) 
510 200 40 1.35 2.0 4.5 2.2 

20 Ni 450 150 45 2.0 5.0 10 5.0 
21 Al 150 45 50 2.35 6.5 13 6.5 
22 Cu 240 70 55 2.45 7 14.5 7.0 

 

Conclusions 

1. The criterion of the relative strength A depends 
on the structure of the crystal lattice type of the 
material: for the materials with a body centered crystal 
lattice A criterion is < 1 and for the materials with a 
face centered crystal lattice A criterion is > 1. 

2. Between the relative strength criterion A, 
geometric parameters of a sample with concentrator 
(R and b), plastic deformation zone length lp and 
relative elongation δ there is a strong bond of linear 
character, which depends on the structure and type of 
crystal lattice of the material. 

3. Between the relative strength criterion A and 

relative elongation δ there is a dependence that 
characterizes the common to all the investigated 
materials cubic type of symmetry of the crystal lattice, 
which has a linear increasing character, but for the 
materials with a face centered crystal lattice plasticity 
index δ is higher, since A criterion is higher. 
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